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Abstract. Membrane computing is a branch of natural computing aim-
ing to abstract computing models from the structure and functioning of
the living cell, and from the way cells cooperate in tissues, organs, or
other populations of cells. This research area developed very fast, both
at the theoretical level and in what concerns the applications. After a
very short description of the domain, we mention here the main areas
where membrane computing was used as a framework for devising mod-
els (biology and bio-medicine, linguistics, economics, computer science,
etc.), then we discuss in a certain detail the possibility of using mem-
brane computing as a high level computational modeling framework for
addressing structural and dynamical aspects of cellular systems. We close
with a comprehensive bibliography of membrane computing applications.
1 Introduction
Membrane computing is a branch of natural computing, the broad area of 
research concerned with computation taking place in nature and with human-
designed computing inspired by nature. Membrane computing abstracts comput-
ing models from the architecture and the functioning of living cells, as well as 
from the organization of cells in tissues, organs (brain included) or other higher 
order structures such as colonies of cells (e.g., bacteria).
Membrane computing was initiated in 1998 (with the seminal paper published 
in 2000) and the literature of this area has grown very fast (already in 2003, 
Thompson Institute for Scientiﬁc Information, ISI, has qualiﬁed the initial paper 
as “fast breaking” and the domain as “emergent research front in computer sci-
ence” – see http://esi-topics.com). Details, in particular, many downloadable 
papers, including pre-proceedings of yearly workshops and brainstorming weeks 
on membrane computing, can be found at http://psystems.disco.unimib.it.
The initial goal was to learn from cell biology something possibly useful to 
computer science, and the area quickly developed in this direction. Several classes
of computing models – called P systems – were deﬁned in this context, inspired
from biological facts or motivated from mathematical or computer science points
of view. In the last few years, a number of applications were reported in several
areas – biology, bio-medicine, linguistics, computer graphics, economics, approxi-
mate optimization, cryptography, etc. Several software products for simulating P
systems and attempts of implementing P systems on a dedicated hardware were
reported; also an attempt towards an implementation in bio-chemical terms is
in progress.
After very brieﬂy presenting the basic ideas of membrane computing (main
types of P systems, main categories of results), we enumerate the domains where
membrane computing was used as a modeling framework; then we pass to pre-
senting P systems as a high level computational modeling framework which
integrates the structural and dynamical aspects of cellular systems in a compre-
hensive and relevant way while providing the required formalization to perform
mathematical and computational analysis. Several case studies are discussed in
some detail.
The paper ends with a comprehensive bibliography, with papers clustered
according to the area of applications; at the beginning of the bibliography we
also provide several titles of a general interest, giving basic information about
membrane computing.
2 A Quick Description of Membrane Computing
The main ingredients of a P system are (i) the membrane structure, delimit-
ing compartments where (ii) multisets of objects evolve according to (iii) (re-
action) rules of a bio-chemical inspiration. The rules can process both objects
and membranes. Thus, membrane computing can be deﬁned as a framework
for devising cell-like or tissue-like computing models which process multisets in
compartments deﬁned by means of membranes. These models are (in general)
distributed and parallel. When a P system is considered as a computing device,
hence it is investigated in terms of (theoretical) computer science, the main issues
studied concern the computing power (in comparison with standard models from
computability theory, especially Turing machines/Chomsky grammars and their
restrictions) and the computing eﬃciency (the possibility of using parallelism for
solving computationally hard problems in a feasible time). Computationally and
mathematically oriented ways of using the rules and of deﬁning the result of a
computation are considered in this case. When a P system is constructed as a
model of a bio-chemical process, it is examined in terms of dynamical systems,
with the evolution in time being the issue of interest, not a speciﬁc output.
At this moment, there are three main types of P systems: (i) cell-like P sys-
tems, (ii) tissue-like P systems, and (iii) neural-like P systems.
The ﬁrst type imitates the (eukaryotic) cell, and its basic ingredient is the
membrane structure, a hierarchical arrangement of membranes (understood as
three dimensional vesicles), i.e., delimiting compartments where multisets of ob-
jects are placed; the objects are in general described by symbols from a given
alphabet, but also string-objects can be considered; rules for evolving these ob-
jects are provided, also localized, acting in speciﬁed compartments or on speciﬁed
membranes. The most common types of rules are multiset rewriting rules (sim-
ilar to chemical reactions) and transport rules, e.g., symport or antiport rules,
inspired by biological processes. The objects not only evolve, but they also pass
through membranes (we say that they are “communicated” among compart-
ments). The rules can have several forms, and their use can be controlled in
various ways: promoters, inhibitors, priorities, etc. Also the hierarchy of mem-
branes can evolve, e.g., by creating and destroying membranes, by division, by
bio-like operations of exocytosis, endocytosis, phagocytosis, and so on.
In tissue-like P systems, several one-membrane cells are considered as evolving
in a common environment. They contain multisets of objects, while also the envi-
ronment contains objects. Certain cells can communicate directly (channels are
provided between them) and all cells can communicate through the environment.
The channels can be given in advance or they can be dynamically established –
this latter case appears in so-called population P systems. In the case when the
cells are simple, of a limited capacity (as the number of objects they contain or
of rules they can use), we obtain the notion of P colony.
Finally, there are two types of neural-like P systems. One is similar to tissue-
like P system in that the cells (neurons) are placed in the nodes of an arbitrary
graph and they contain multisets of objects, but they also have a state which
controls the evolution. Another variant was recently introduced, under the name
of spiking neural P systems, where one uses only one type of objects, the spike,
and the main information one works with is the distance between consecutive
spikes.
From a theoretical point of view, P systems are both powerful (most classes
are Turing complete, even when using ingredients of a reduced complexity –
a small number of membranes, rules of simple forms, ways of controlling the
use of rules directly inspired from biology are suﬃcient for generating/accepting
all sets of numbers or languages generated by Turing machines) and eﬃcient
(many classes of P systems, especially those with enhanced parallelism, can
solve computationally hard problems – typically NP-complete problems, but
also harder problems, e.g., PSPACE-complete problems – in feasible time –
typically polynomial). Then, as a modeling framework, membrane computing is
rather adequate for handling discrete (biological) processes, having many attrac-
tive features: easy understandability, scalability and programmability, inherent
compartmentalization and non-linearity, etc.
The cell-like P systems were introduced ﬁrst and their theory is now very well
developed; tissue-like P systems have also attracted a considerable interest, while
the neural-like systems, mainly under the form of spiking neural P systems, were
only recently investigated. Correspondingly, most applications use cell-like P
systems, several of them also involve tissue-like P systems, but very few research
eﬀorts were paid to using spiking neural P systems in applications (although
several suggestions from “classic” neural computing are obvious – for instance,
trying applications to pattern recognition).
3 Applications of Membrane Computing
As it is natural, membrane computing was ﬁrst and much more intensively used
as a modeling framework for addressing biological processes. In this respect, P
systems can be seen as models approaching reality at the micro level, where
“reactants” and “reactions” can be known individually, opposed to the macro
approach (e.g., by means of diﬀerential equations), which deals with popula-
tions of reactants which can be considered inﬁnite (large enough to be better
approximated by inﬁnity rather than by ﬁnite, discrete sets). We have mentioned
above several attractive features of P systems as models of biological processes:
inherent compartmentalization, easy extensibility, direct understandability (by
the biologist), easy programmability, non-linear behavior. P systems are partic-
ularly suitable, if not the “obligatory”, in the cases when we have to deal with
a reduced number of object or with slow reactions – and this is the case in a
large number of biological processes, especially related to networks of pathway
controls, genetic processes, protein interactions.
It should be noted here that many of the reported applications in biology and
bio-medicine are of a postdiction type: one takes a biological process, as described
already in biological publications, one writes a membrane computing model of it,
then one writes a program or one takes a program existing in the literature (for
instance, at the membrane computing P page), and one simulates the model by
means of this program, comparing the results with those already known from lit-
erature (based on diﬀerential equations models or on experimental results). There
also are a few papers of a prediction type, involving biological research hypothe-
ses and thus returning really new information to biologist, not yet known through
other means. Of course, this latter direction of research is of much more interest,
but the former one is still useful/necessary, because it checks the models and the
programs, thus validating the tools for prediction applications.
Similar from many points of view to the bio-chemical reality is the economic
reality (e.g., at the market level), where compartments can be deﬁned where
various “objects” (good, parts of goods, money, working time, contracts, and so
on and so forth) “react” according to well-speciﬁed rules. There also is an im-
portant diﬀerence between bio-chemistry and economic interaction: in the latter
case, the behavior of agents is not purely probabilistically controlled, e.g., de-
pending on the multiplicity of “reactants” (stoichiometry), but the psychological
factor is also important. Anyway, this direction of research needs further eﬀorts,
but it is much favored by the fact that multi-agent computer based approaches
(simulations) are more and more used in economics, somewhat contrasted to the
fact that “exact” methods, e.g., of the kind provided by the classic operational
research, seem to be less applicable to non-trivial, complex economic phenomena.
It was also used in economics the language of membrane computing, the math-
ematical and the graphical one. This is much more visible in the applications to
linguistics.
The applications to computer science are rather diverse. A good example is
that of computer graphics: some papers are rather practical (somewhat comple-
menting the applications of Lindenmayer systems in computer graphics, one add
membrane distribution to known approaches, with good results in terms of eﬃ-
ciency), many others are of a theoretical type (P systems with two-dimensional
objects or generating in well speciﬁed ways picture languages, mainly arrays).
Whether or not the second direction of research may be considered as dealing
with “real” applications is debatable in this moment, that is why only a few
titles of this kind are mentioned.
Similar discussions can be made in what concerns applications in sort-
ing/ranking, cryptography, modelling/simulating circuits, parallel architectures,
etc. They mainly show the great expressivity power of P systems, their versa-
tility, but the results of the mentioned papers are not yet of a direct practical
interest in computer science.
A promising exception to the previous remark is the use of membrane comput-
ing ideas in evolutionary computing. The so-called membrane algorithms intro-
duced by T.Y. Nishida and much investigated by L. Huang and his collaborators,
seem to be rather eﬃcient and useful, both in terms of the convergence speed,
the quality of the provided solutions, and the average and the worst solutions
(which proves that such approaches are reliable and eﬀort-saving).
We have ended with a short list of papers dealing with “other applica-
tions” (such as simulating ambient calculus or other well-know models and
paradigms from computer science), but we have not included papers from the
large literature dealing with polynomial (often even linear) solutions to compu-
tationally hard problems (typically, NP-complete, but also PSPACE-complete
problems). The bibliography from http://psystems.disco.unimib.it,
http://ppage.psystems.eu contains many papers (and PhD theses) with this
subject, as well as further titles pertaining to all sections of the paper bibliog-
raphy.
4 Looking for Cell Models
We pass now to discussing in more details and illustrating the issue of using P
systems as models for cell systems, starting with a general presentation of the
related eﬀorts and directions of research.
The complexity and apparent messiness of interactions in cellular systems
makes necessary the development of models able to provide a better under-
standing of their dynamics and properties. The use of models is intrinsic to any
scientiﬁc activity. A model is an abstraction of the real world onto a mathemat-
ical/computational formalism which highlights some key features while ignoring
others that are assumed to be irrelevant. Therefore, a model should not be seen
or presented as a representation of the truth, but instead as a statement of our
current knowledge of the phenomenon under research. A model is even useful
when proved to disagree with real data, since it shows that our current hy-
potheses do not match the reality and it helps experimentalists to decide which
experiments are necessary to advance understanding.
Although biologists are familiar with modeling, quantitative computational
mathematical models have lain outside the mainstream due to the lack of
techniques from both experimental and theoretical/computational sides.
Nonetheless, at the end of the last century extraordinary advances were achieved
in both computer science and biology reaching the point where each one can
beneﬁt from the other one. In this respect, a new ﬁeld is emerging which in-
tegrates biology, mathematics and computer science, systems biology. Systems
biology constitutes a purely interdisciplinary ﬁeld aiming to merge classical biol-
ogy, computer science and mathematics. Ideally it will produce a new generation
of scientists able to understand and apply concepts, techniques and sources of
inspirations coming from any of the three classical ﬁelds enumerate above into
any of the others.
The new advances in cellular biology have made possible the enumeration
of the components of cellular systems on a large scale. Initially, a reductionist
approach was taken with the aim of understanding the functioning of cells by
identifying and characterizing each one of their individual constituents. This ap-
proach did not produce the expected knowledge uncovering the fact that the
functioning of cellular systems arises as an emergent process from the interac-
tions between their diﬀerent components. The young ﬁeld of systems biology
presents a systemic methodology whose goal is to deepen the understanding of
cellular level dynamics as emergent properties arising over time from the inter-
actions between diﬀerent systems made of molecular entities. Systems biology
focuses on the nature of the interactions and links that connect cellular sys-
tems and the functional states of the networks that result from the assembly of
such links. Due to the complexity of these connections and to the huge amount
of data produced by experimentalists computational/ mathematical modeling,
simulation and analysis are essential techniques in this ﬁeld.
In a cell system biology model it is desirable to have at least four properties:
relevance, understandability, extensibility and computability [22].
• Relevance: A model must be relevant capturing the essential features of the
phenomenon investigated. It should present a unifying speciﬁcation of the dif-
ferent components that constitute the system, the interactions between them,
their dynamic behavior as well as the physical structure of the system itself.
• Understandability: The abstract formalisms used to model cellular systems
should correspond well to the informal concepts and ideas from molecular bi-
ology. A model should provide a better and integrated understanding of the
real cellular system instead of producing a complicated and hard to decipher
formalism.
• Extensibility: In a cellular model we should be able to identify easily its dif-
ferent components so they can be rearranged, duplicated, composed, etc. in an
easy way to produce other models. Models of cellular systems should also be ex-
tensible to higher levels of organizations, like colonies, tissues, organs, organism,
etc. Our knowledge of cellular systems continues to expand and change. In order
to handle this continuous supply of new discoveries a model should be adapted
easily to incorporate new information.
• Computability and Mathematical tractability: It should be possible to imple-
ment a model in a computer so that we can realize it to study the dynamics
of the system by manipulating experimental conditions in the model without
having to perform complex and costly experiments. The computability of the
model also allows us to apply analytical techniques on it to infer qualitative and
quantitative properties of the system in an automatic way. In this respect, the
model should be mathematically tractable.
Our research towards using P systems as a computational/mathematical mod-
eling framework for the speciﬁcation and analysis of cell system biology aims to
produce a high level formalism which integrates the structural and dynamical
aspects of cellular systems in a comprehensive and relevant way while providing
the required formalization to perform mathematical and computational analysis.
To this aim, we introduce stochastic P systems as a modeling framework for cell
systems biology models, with a detailed methodology for the speciﬁcation of the
components of cellular systems and of the most important molecular interac-
tions in living cells. Then we propose the analysis of P system models using the
probabilistic model checker PRISM. The lac operon regulation system is studied
as a case study to illustrate this modeling approach.
5 Related and Previous Work
Modeling of cellular systems is currently subject to very intensive research. There
are multiple approaches ranging from graphical representations to sophisticated
computational and mathematical formalisms. Here we cannot present an exhaus-
tive enumeration of the diﬀerent modeling methodologies and will only discuss
roughly those modeling approaches closely related to the work presented in this
paper.
5.1 Ordinary Diﬀerential Equations
Ordinary diﬀerential equations (ODEs) constitute the most widely used ap-
proach in modeling molecular interaction networks in cellular systems. Writ-
ing and solving numerically a system of ODEs describing a reaction network
can be largely automated. Each molecular species is assigned a continuous vari-
able which represents its concentration. For each molecular species, a diﬀerential
equation is written to describe its concentration change over time due to the re-
actions with other species in the system. The rate of each reaction is represented
using a kinetic law, which commonly depends on one or more rate constants.
Exponential decay law, mass action law, Michaelis-Menten dynamics and Hill
dynamics are the most widely used kinetic laws. In this respect models based
on ODEs are referred to as macroscopic since they do not represent mechanistic
aspects of the interactions between molecules they focused on the modeling of
the macroscopic eﬀect of the molecular interactions using speciﬁc kinetic laws.
Although, ODEs have been used successfully to model kinetics of conventional
macroscopic chemical reactions the realization of a reaction network as a system
of ODEs is based on two assumptions:
1. First, cells are assumed to be well stirred and homogeneous volumes.
Whether or not this is a good approximation depends on the time and space
scales involved. In bacteria molecular diﬀusion is suﬃciently fast to mix com-
pounds. The time needed for a protein to diﬀuse throughout a bacterium
size volume is a few seconds. Therefore if we are interested in transcrip-
tion/translation processes (minutes), cell cycle (hours), circadian rhythms
(one day), etc. the well stirred volume assumption is justiﬁed in bacteria.
This is not the case in eukaryotic cells where the volume is considerably
bigger and it is structured in diﬀerent compartments.
2. The second basic assumption is that chemical concentrations vary contin-
uously over time in a deterministic way. This assumption is valid if the
number of molecules of each speciﬁes in the reaction volume (the cell or the
subcellular compartment) are suﬃciently large and the reactions are fast.
Therefore in cellular systems with low number of molecules and slow molecular
interactions the application of the classical macroscopic and deterministic ap-
proach based on ODEs is questionable. Instead mesoscopic, discrete and stochas-
tic approaches are more suitable [11]. In this last approach the most relevant
individual parts of the system are taken into account but details like position
and momenta are neglected. One focuses on the number of individual compo-
nents of the system, the statistics of the events and how often they take place.
The mesoscopic approach is more tractable than the microscopic approach while
keeping more relevant information than the macroscopic approach.
5.2 Computational Modeling
The complexity of mesoscopic, discrete and stochastic models makes necessary
the use of computers to help to analyze them. Until recently the majority of
computational models were implemented in custom programs and published as
statements of the underlying mathematical model. No computational formalism
was explicitly used to model and simulate cellular systems. Nevertheless, to be
useful a computational model must be presented within a well deﬁned, consistent
and formal framework. Following this line, recently several formal computational
frameworks has been proposed to model cellular systems. Here we will only
discuss brieﬂy Petri nets and process algebra as they are closely related to P
systems.
• Petri Nets are a mathematical and computational tool for modeling and
analysis of discrete event systems typically with a concurrent behavior. They
oﬀer a formal way to represent the structure of the interactions in a discrete
event system, simulate its behavior, and prove certain properties of the sys-
tem [20]. Roughly speaking a Petri net is a directed graph formed by two
kinds of nodes called places and transitions. Directed edges, called arcs, con-
nect places to transitions, and transitions to places. A non-negative integer
number of tokens is assigned to each place. Tokens move from one place to
another one connected to it through a transition when this transition ﬁres.
A system of interacting molecules can be modeled using Petri nets by rep-
resenting each molecular species as a diﬀerent place and each biochemical
transformation as a diﬀerent transition. The number of tokens inside a place
is used to specify the number of molecules of the corresponding molecular
species [20]. Within this framework only qualitative analysis can be per-
formed, in order to be able to develop quantitative analysis Stochastic Petri
Nets (SPN) were introduce in [12]. In SPNs each transition is associated
with a rate parameter used to compute a time delay following an negative
exponential distribution. Then transitions ﬁre according to these time delays.
• Process algebra is a family of formalisms for the description of interac-
tions, communications, and synchronization between a collection of concur-
rent processes. Algebraic laws are provided allowing process descriptions to
be manipulated and analyzed. The π-calculus is one of the most widely used
process algebras in cellular modeling. It was introduced as a formal language
to describe mobile concurrent processes that interact through communica-
tion channels [16]. It is now a widely accepted model for interacting systems
with dynamically evolving communication topology. The π-calculus has a
simple semantics and a tractable algebraic theory. Starting with atomic ac-
tions and simpler processes, complex processes can be constructed in speciﬁc
ways.
In the π−calculus formalism a system of interacting molecular entities is
modeled by a system of interacting processes which communicate through
complementary communication channels. Each molecular species or domain
is represented by a diﬀerent process. The number of copies of each process
is used to speciﬁed the number of molecules. Molecular interactions are de-
scribed using complementary communication channels [22].
Although these computational frameworks captures some of the information re-
garding cellular systems and their components, none fully integrates the dy-
namics and structural details of the systems. One of the main points which is
neglected is the key role played by membranes and compartmentalization in the
structure and functioning of living cells. There have been several attempts in
specifying and simulating membranes and compartments in the process algebra
[5,21]. Nevertheless, it has been discussed that the models developed using pro-
cess algebra can be obscure, non intuitive and diﬃcult to understand [22]. In
this work we aim to develop a formal modeling framework based on P systems
which explicitly represent in a relevant and comprehensible manner the key role
played by membranes.
6 Stochastic P Systems for Cell Systems Biology Models
Let us stress once again that P systems, according to the original motivation,
were not intended to provide a comprehensive and accurate model of the living
cell, rather, to explore the computational nature of various features of biological
membranes. Although most research in P systems concentrates on computational
powers, recently they have been used to model biological phenomena within the
framework of computational systems biology presenting models of oscillatory
systems [8], signal transduction [17], gene regulation control [24], quorum sensing
[23] and metapopulations [18].
6.1 P System Speciﬁcations and Models
In order to develop a modeling framework based on P systems a variant has
been proposed to formalize the speciﬁcation of cellular systems, the parameters
associated with a speciﬁcation and the models obtained from speciﬁcations by
instantiating their parameters with speciﬁc values [18].
In what follows the main deﬁnitions used in this work are presented. First, we
introduce P system speciﬁcations which will constitute the main structure used
to analyze particular cellular systems. A set of parameters is identiﬁed from the
components of a P system speciﬁcation. Then, the basic deﬁnition of P system
speciﬁcations is extended to introduce P system models. Given a possible sets
of values for the parameters of a P system speciﬁcation, a P system model is
obtained by instantiating the set of parameters using the given parameter values.
Deﬁnition 1 (P system Speciﬁcation)
A P system speciﬁcation is a construct:
Π = ((Σobj , Σstr), L, μ,M1,M2, . . . ,Mn, (R
obj
l1
, Rstrl1 ), . . . , (R
obj
lm
, Rstrlm ))
where:
• (Σobj , Σstr) are ﬁnite alphabets of symbols. The symbols from Σobj represent
individual objects whereas the symbols from Σstr represent objects that can be
arranged to form strings.
• L = {l1, . . . , lm} is a ﬁnite alphabet of symbols representing labels for the
compartments and identifying compartment types1.
• μ is a membrane structure containing n ≥ 1 membranes identiﬁed in a one to
one manner with values in {1, . . . , n} and labeled with elements from L.
• Mi = (li, wi, si), for each 1 ≤ i ≤ n, is the initial conﬁguration of membrane i
with li ∈ L, the label of this membrane, wi ∈ Σ∗obj a ﬁnite multiset of individual
objects and si a ﬁnite set of strings over Σstr. A multiset of objects, obj is
represented as obj = o1 + o2 + · · · + om with o1, . . . , om ∈ Σobj. Strings are
represented as follows 〈s1.s2. · · · .si〉 where s1, . . . , si ∈ Σstr.
• (Robjlt , Rstrlt ) are ﬁnite sets of rewriting rules associated with compartments of
the type represented by the label lt ∈ L. More speciﬁcally:
− The rules in Robjlt = {r
obj,lt
1 , . . . , r
obj,lt
kobj,lt
}, for each 1 ≤ t ≤ m, are multiset
rewriting rules of the following form:
robj,ltj : obj1 [ obj2 ]l
c
obj,lt
j−→ obj′1 [ obj′2 ]l
1 Compartments with the same label will be considered of the same type and thus the
same set of rules will be associated with them.
with obj1, obj2, obj′1, obj
′
2 some ﬁnite multisets of objects from Σobj and l a la-
bel from L. These rules are multiset rewriting rules that operate on both sides
of membranes, that is, a multiset obj1 placed outside a membrane labeled by
l and a multiset obj2 placed inside the same membrane can be simultaneously
replaced with a multiset obj′1 and a multiset obj
′
2, respectively.
− The rules in Rstrlt = {rstr,lt1 , . . . , rstr,ltkstr,lt }, for each 1 ≤ t ≤ m, are rewriting
rules on multisets of strings and objects of the following form:
rstr,ltj : [ obj + str ]l
c
str,lt
j−→ [ obj′ + str′1; str′2 + · · · + str′s ]l
with obj, obj′ multisets of objects over Σobj and str, str′1, . . . , str
′
s strings
over Σstr. These rules operate on both multisets of objects and strings. The
objects obj are replaced by the objects obj′. Simultaneously a substring str
is replaced by str′1 whereas the strings str′2 + · · ·+ str′s are produced to form
part of the content of the compartment.
Note that a constant, cobj,ltj or c
str,lt
j , is associated speciﬁcally with each rule. This
constant will be referred to as stochastic constant and will be used to compute
the propensity of the rule.
Deﬁnition 2 (Parameters)
Given a P system speciﬁcation Π = ((Σobj , Σstr), L, μ,M1, . . . ,Mn,
(Robjl1 , R
str
l1
), . . . , (Robjlm , R
str
lm
)) the set of parameters P(Π) = (M0(Π), C(Π))
consists of:
1. The initial multisets M0(Π) = (M1, . . . ,Mn) associated with the compart-
ments.
2. The stochastic constants C(Π) = (cobj,ltj , cstr,ltj′ ) for 1 ≤ j ≤ kobj,lt ,
1 ≤ j′ ≤ kstr,lt and 1 ≤ t ≤ m, associated with the rewriting rules in
(Robjl1 , R
str
l1
), . . . , (Robjlm , R
str
lm
).
Deﬁnition 3 (P system Model)
Let Π be a P system speciﬁcation with parameters P(Π) = (M0(Π), C(Π)) and
(M0 ,C) a family of possible values for the initial multisets M0(Π) and for
the stochastic constants C(Π). A family of P system models, F(Π ;M0, C), is
obtained from Π and (M0, C) by instantiating the parameters P(Π) using values
from M0 and C.
Hence given (M0, C) sets of possible values for the parameters P(Π) speciﬁc
values (M01 , . . . ,M0n) ∈ M0 and (cobj,ltj,0 , cstr,ltj′,0 ) ∈ C can be selected to obtain a
P system model (Π ; (M01 , . . . ,M
0
n), (c
obj,lt
j,0 , c
str,lt
j′,0 )) ∈ F(Π ;M0, C). In this way a
family of P system models F(Π ;M0, C) sharing the same P system speciﬁcation
can be used to study the behavior of a particular cellular system speciﬁed by Π
under the diﬀerent initial conditions collected in M0 and study the sensitivity of
the system for the diﬀerent rule constants in C.
6.2 Stochastic P Systems and Gillespie’s Kinetics Theory
At the microscopic level of functioning of cellular processes the interactions be-
tween molecules follow the laws of physics. A fundamental result of theoretical
statistical physics is the famous
√
n law, which states that the noise in a system
is inversely proportional to the square root of the number of particles. There-
fore, systems with a low number of molecules show high ﬂuctuations and the
application of the classical deterministic and continuous approaches is question-
able. Mesoscopic, discrete and stochastic approaches are more accurate under
these circumstances. In this subsection we present a stochastic extension of the
original membrane computing framework using Gillespie’s kinetics theory.
In the original approach of membrane computing P systems evolve in a non
deterministic and maximally parallel manner. All the objects in every mem-
brane that can evolve according to any rule must evolve. This produces a semi-
quantitative framework that takes into account the discrete character of the
molecular population and the role played by membranes in the structure and
functioning of living cells. Although such coarse abstraction has been proved
to achieve some success [2,3], this approach fails to model quantitative aspects
that are key to the functioning of many cellular systems. Speciﬁcally the non
deterministic and maximally parallel approach produces the following two inac-
curacies:
1. Reactions do not occur at a correct rate.
2. All time steps are equal and do not represent the time evolution of the real
cellular system.
These two problems are interdependent and must be addressed when devising
a relevant modeling framework for cellular systems as it has been done in other
computational approaches [12,22].
In the ﬁeld of membrane computing, the discrete aspect of the diﬀerent com-
ponents as well as the distributed and compartmentalized character of the struc-
ture, where the computation takes place, are fundamental. This is not the case
with the non deterministic and maximal parallel semantics as have been studied
in diﬀerent variants [7,10]. In this section the original approach will be replaced
with a strategy based on Gillespie’s theory of stochastic kinetics [11].
To provide P systems with a stochastic extension a constant c is associated
with each rule. This constant depends only on the physical properties of the
molecules involved in the reaction described by the rule and on other physical
parameters of the system like temperature. It is used to compute the propensity
of each rule which in turn determines the probability and time needed to apply
the rule.
The starting point consists of treating each compartment, delimited by a mem-
brane, as a well mixed and ﬁxed volume where the classical Gillespie algorithm
is applied. Given the state of a compartment i, Mi = (li, wi, si), and the sets
of rules associated with it, Robjli and R
str
li
, the next rule to be applied and its
waiting time is computed according to Gillespie algorithm:
1. Compute for each rule rj associated with the compartment its propensity,
aj(Mi), by multiplying the stochastic constant associated speciﬁcally with
the rule by the number of distinct possible combinations of the objects and
substring present on the left-side of the rule with respect to the current
contents of the membranes involved in the rule.
2. Compute the sum of all propensities:
a0(Mi) =
∑
rj∈(Robjli ∪R
str
li
)
aj(Mi)
3. Draw two random numbers r1 and r2 from the uniform distribution in the
unit-interval, and select τi and ji according to
τi =
1
a0(Mi)
ln
(
1
r1
)
ji = the smallest integer satisfying
ji∑
j=1
aj(x) > r2a0(Mi)
This discrete-event simulation algorithm, usually referred to as Gillespie algo-
rithm or SSA (Stochastic Simulation Algorithm), has the nice properties that it
simulates every reaction event and is exact in the sense that it generates exact
independent realizations of the underlying stochastic kinetic model. Neverthe-
less, it should be emphasized that Gillespie algorithm was developed for a single,
well mixed and ﬁxed volume or compartment. In contrast, in P systems we have
a hierarchical structure deﬁning diﬀerent compartments with speciﬁc rules. In
what follows we present an adaptation of the Gillespie algorithm that can be ap-
plied in the hierarchical and compartmentalized structure of a P system model.
This will be referred to as Multi-compartmental Gillespie algorithm.
Next, a detailed speciﬁcation of this algorithm is presented:
• Initialization
◦ set time of the simulation t = 0;
◦ for each membrane i compute a triple (τi, ji, i) by using the procedure
described before; construct a list containing all such triples;
◦ sort this list of triples (τi, ji, i) in increasing order according to τi;
• Iteration
◦ extract the ﬁrst triple, (τi0 , ji0 , i0) from the list;
◦ set time of the simulation t = t + τi0 ;
◦ update the waiting time for the rest of the triples in the list by subtract-
ing τi0 ;
◦ apply the rule rji0 in membrane i0 only once changing the number of
objects and sites in the membranes aﬀected by the application of the
rule;
◦ for each membrane i′ aﬀected by the application of the rule remove the
corresponding triple (τi′ , ji′ , i′) from the list;
◦ for each membrane i′ aﬀected by the application of the rule rji0 re-run
the Gillespie algorithm for the new context in i′ to obtain (τ ′i′ , j
′
i′ , i
′), the
next rule rj′
i′
, to be used inside membrane i′ and its waiting time τ ′i′ ;
◦ add the new triples (τ ′i′ , j′i′ , i′) in the list and sort this list according to
each waiting time and iterate the process.
• Termination
◦ Terminate simulation when time of the simulation t reaches or exceeds
a preset maximal time of simulation.
It is worth noting that this is a local algorithm in the sense that all computations
only consider the content and rules of a single compartment. The only remain-
ing global computation is the location of the index of the smallest waiting time,
which could be improved by keeping all reaction times in an indexed priority
queue. The advantage of having local computations is that the algorithm is eas-
ily implemented in an event-driven object-oriented programming style, such an
implementation could be multithreaded on a hyper-threading machine and would
also lend itself to full message-passing implementation on a parallel computing
cluster.
There exists a diﬀerent well established approach to modeling cell systems
in membrane computing, based on the so called Metabolic Algorithm [4]. This
algorithm keeps maximal parallelism as the strategy for the evolution of their
models. Nonetheless they use rules of the form a → a, called transparent rules,
that have no eﬀect on the state of the system, in order to bound the number of
applied rules that actually change the system. Speciﬁc functions, called reaction
maps, deﬁned ad hoc, are also associated with rules to represent the reactions
rates. By doing this the ﬁrst of the two problems presented before is somehow
solved; nevertheless the real evolution time of the system is not treated in this
approach. Finally, the Metabolic Algorithm is deterministic and so its applicabil-
ity in certain cell systems suﬀers from the same drawbacks as other deterministic
approaches like ODEs. The relationship between this approach and ODEs has
been studied in [9].
Another stochastic approach in P systems has been proposed in [18], dynam-
ical probabilistic P systems. This approach also keeps maximal parallelism and
uses transparent rules to bound the number of eﬀective rule applications. The
non determinism is replaced by a probabilistic strategy which associates prob-
abilities with the rules depending on the content of membranes. Nevertheless,
this approach does not represent the real evolution time of the system as in the
metabolic algorithm.
7 P System Speciﬁcations of Cellular Systems
Most modelling approaches in systems biology are formalisms coming from
diﬀerent sources of inspirations not related to biology. For example, the
π-calculus was introduced to specify mobile concurrent processes that interact
through communication channels [16]. In contrast, P systems are inspired di-
rectly from the functioning and structure of the living cell. Therefore, the con-
cepts in P systems are more similar to those used in molecular cell biology
than the abstractions of other formalisms. This feature of P systems is key to
produce relevant, comprehensive and integrative speciﬁcations of the diﬀerent
cellular components.
In this section, we present some principles for the speciﬁcation of cellular sys-
tems in P systems. More speciﬁcally we will describe some ideas of how to de-
scribe cellular regions and compartments, protein-protein interactions and gene
expression control.
7.1 Speciﬁcation of Cellular Compartments
As mentioned previously, membranes play a key role in the functioning and struc-
tural organization of both prokaryotic and eukaryotic cells. The key diﬀerential
feature of P systems with respect to other discrete, mesoscopic and stochastic
approaches is the so called membrane structure which provides an explicit de-
scription of the compartmentalization in the structural organization of cells. The
speciﬁcation of compartmentalization has been addressed in P systems in dif-
ferent systems, for instance selective uptake of molecules from the environment
[24], signalling at the cell surface [6] and colonies of interacting bacteria which
communicate by sending and receiving diﬀusing signals [23].
In the speciﬁcation of compartments in cellular systems it is necessary to
consider two distinct and relevant regions:
1. The compartment surface where a set of proteins, which control the move-
ment of molecules and detect signals, are located.
2. The lumen or aqueous interior space where a characteristic complement of
proteins interact to carry out speciﬁc functions.
In our P system modeling framework, membranes are used to deﬁne the rele-
vant regions in cellular systems. Therefore they do not always correspond with
real cell membranes although normally they do. According to this idea, in this
work two diﬀerent membranes will be used to specify the two relevant regions
associated with a cellular compartment:
1. A ﬁrst membrane will represent the compartment surface. In the region
deﬁned by this membrane the objects describing molecules associated with
the compartment surface will be located. The processes involving molecular
transport and cell signalling will be represented by rules which will also be
associated with this region.
2. A second membrane will describe the aqueous interior of the compartment
and thus it will be embedded inside the previous one. The multiset of ob-
jects and strings specifying the proteins and other molecules located in the
lumen of the compartment will be placed in the region deﬁned by this mem-
brane. The rules describing the molecular interactions taking place inside
the compartment are also associated with this membrane.
In cases where the compartment surface does not play a crucial role the ﬁrst
membrane is omitted and only one membrane deﬁning the compartment interior
is used.
7.2 Speciﬁcation of Protein-Protein Interactions
Large and complex networks of interacting molecular entities are responsible for
most of the information processing within living cells. Here we aim to provide a
comprehensive and relevant P system modeling schema for the most important
protein-protein interactions that take place in living cells. More speciﬁcally we
will focuss on the formation and dissociation of complexes and on the fundamen-
tal processes of communication and transport between diﬀerent compartments
in cellular systems.
The theoretical and experimental description of protein-protein interactions
is related to the ﬁeld of chemical kinetics. A primary objective in this area is
to determine the propensity or probability of a protein interaction, in order to
describe the rate at which reactants are transformed into products. In this section
every P system schema for protein-protein interactions is presented together with
the propensities associated with each rule. These propensities are computed
according to Gillespie’s theory of stochastic kinetics [11].
• Transformation and Degradation: A molecule a can react to produce
another molecule b or it can be degraded by the cell machinery.
In P system speciﬁcations, transformation and degradation are represented
using the rewriting rules in the schema (1). In these rules the object a is re-
placed with the object b or is simply removed in the case of degradation. The
compartment type where the molecules are transformed or degraded is also spec-
iﬁed using square brackets with a label l. A constant c is associated with the
rule so that its propensity 2 can be computed.
r1 : [ a ]l
c−→ [ b ]l
r2 : [ a ]l
c−→ [ ]l prop(ri) = c · |a| i = 1, 2 (1)
• Complex Formation and Dissociation: Two molecules, a and b, can collide
and stick to produce a complex c. Once a complex has been formed it can
dissociate back into its components, d and e which could have changed as a
consequence of the interaction.
In biochemistry, these reactions are referred to as complex formation, more
speciﬁcally heterodimer formation when a 
= b and homodimer formation when
a = b; and complex dissociation. In P system speciﬁcations, complex formation
and dissociation reactions are speciﬁed using the rewriting rules in the schema (2)
which take the name of the reactions they represent. In the complex formation
rule, rcf , the objects a and b, representing the corresponding molecules, are
replaced with the object c, representing the complex. In the same manner, in
the complex dissociation rule, rcd, the object c is replaced with the objects d
2 In this work |a| will be used to represent the number of molecules a.
and e. The compartment type in which the reactions take place is speciﬁed using
square brackets and a label l.
rcf : [ a + b ]l
ccf−→ [ c ]l prop(rcf ) =
{
ccf · |a||b| if a 
= b
ccf · |a|(|a| − 1)2 if a = b
rcd : [ c ]l
ccd−→ [ d + e ]l prop(rcd) = ccd · |c|
(2)
• Diﬀusion in and out: Small molecules can readily move by simple passive
diﬀusion across membranes without the aid of transport proteins and without
the consumption of any metabolic energy.
The rewriting rules in (3) constitute a P system speciﬁcation for diﬀusion in
and out of a compartment. This compartment is represented by square brackets
with a label l. For diﬀusion in the object a is moved from the compartment
surrounding compartment l inside the region deﬁned by it. Viceversa for the
case of diﬀusion out from compartment l.
r1 : a [ ]l
cin−→ [ a ]l prop(r1) = cin|a|
r2 : [ a ]l
cout−→ a [ ]l prop(r2) = cout|a|
(3)
• Binding and Debinding: One of the key steps in the process of converting
signals into cellular responses, signal transduction, is the binding of signalling
molecules to structurally complementary sites on the extracellular or membrane-
spanning domains of receptors leading to their activation.
In P system speciﬁcations, the binding and debinding of a ligand to its re-
ceptor, located on the cell surface, is speciﬁed using the rewriting rules in (4).
For the binding rule, the object a representing the ligand is placed outside the
compartment representing the cell surface, square brackets with label l. The re-
ceptor is speciﬁed using the object b placed inside the square brackets. These
two objects are replaced with the object c, the complex receptor-ligand, inside
the square brackets which represent the compartment surface. The debinding
reaction is speciﬁed by replacing the object c, inside the square brackets, with
the object d, representing the ligand, outside the square brackets and the object
e, representing the free receptor, inside them.
r1 : a [ b ]l
clb−→ [ c ]l prop(r1) = clb|a||b|
r2 : [ c ]l
cld−→ d [ e ]l prop(r2) = cld|c| (4)
The P system schema representing binding and debinding reactions has been
mainly used to model signalling at the cell surface [6,17]. Nevertheless, this
schema is not limited to representing receptor activation. It can also be used
to specify selective uptake (binding) of certain substances from the environment
and delivering of substances to the environment (debinding) by speciﬁc transport
proteins located on the cell surface [24].
• Recruitment and Releasing: Binding of a ligand to its receptor produces a
conformational change in the cytosolic domains of the receptor that triggers the
recruitment of some cytoplasmic proteins. These proteins are subsequently trans-
formed and released back into the cytoplasm which ultimately induces speciﬁc
cellular responses.
The rules in (5) model recruitment and releasing in P system speciﬁcations.
The compartment from where or to where the proteins are recruited or released
is speciﬁed using square brackets with a label l. In the recruitment rule, rrt the
active receptor is represented by the object a placed outside the compartment
l where the object b represents the protein that is recruited. These objects are
replaced with the object c outside compartment l specifying the formation of
the complex formed by the active receptor and the recruited protein.
Conversely, in the releasing rule, rrl, the object c outside compartment l is
replaced with the objects d outside and the object e inside the compartment.
rrt : a [ b ]l
crt−→ c [ ]l prop(rrt) = crt|a||b|
rrl : c [ ]l
crl−→ d [ e ]l prop(rrl) = crl|c|
(5)
This P system speciﬁcation has been used in signal transduction systems [6,17]
and to describe processes involving uptake (recruitment) of certain substances
from the cytoplasm and the delivering of some substances to the cytoplasm
(releasing) by speciﬁc transport proteins located on the cell surface [24].
7.3 Speciﬁcation of Gene Regulation
Living cells can sense very complex environmental and internal signals through
some of the molecular interactions described previously. Cells respond to these
signals by producing appropriate proteins codiﬁed in speciﬁc genes. The rate of
production of these proteins is regulated by special proteins called transcription
factors which bind to genes. There are, basically, two diﬀerent types of transcrip-
tion factors, activators and repressors. Although both types bind to genes they
have opposite eﬀects. Activators increase the rate of transcription of geneswhereas
repressors produce a decrease in the rate of transcription of the genes to which they
bind. Cells use transcription factors as an internal representation of the environ-
mental and internal state of the cell.
The interaction between transcription factors and genes leading to a change in
the rate of production of certain proteins are described by transcription networks.
In this section, P system speciﬁcation schemas for transcription networks in
prokraryotes are presented. For simplicity only prokaryotes will be considered.
In spite of the diﬀerences between gene regulation control in prokaryotes and
eukaryotes the same fundamental principles and mechanisms still apply in both
cases [19].
The central dogma of molecular cell biology states that the necessary informa-
tion for the production of proteins is contained in stretches of DNA called genes.
Transcription of a gene is the process by which a protein called RNA polymerase
produces the mRNA that corresponds to a gene’s coding sequence. This mRNA
is then translated into a protein or gene product, by ribosomes, complexes made
of speciﬁc proteins and ribosomal RNA. This picture is much more complex than
it ﬁrst appears since transcription factors, which are also proteins encoded in
certain genes, acts as regulators in the transcription rate of genes by binding
to speciﬁc regions or sites of the DNA. These genes can codify in turn other
transcription factors or other proteins produced to carry out speciﬁc tasks. This
provides a feedback pathway by which genes can regulate the expression of other
genes and, in this manner, the production of the proteins encoded by them. In
this work two diﬀerent approaches to the speciﬁcation of transcription networks
and gene regulation processes will be discussed.
In the ﬁrst approach individual objects will be used to specify proteins, tran-
scription factors and genes. Rewriting rules on multisets of objects will describe
the interactions between the diﬀerent components of transcription networks. In
the second approach a much more detailed description of the interactions will
be developed using objects to represent proteins and transcription factors and
strings to represent genes, operons3 and mRNA. Rewriting rules on multisets of
objects and strings will provide a more mechanistic description of the processes
that take place in transcription networks.
Speciﬁcation of Transcription Networks Using Objects. In a simplistic
approach processes like transcription and translation can be abstracted as indi-
vidual reactions. In this case, genes and operons will be speciﬁed as individual
objects which produce in a single step their complementary mRNA also repre-
sented by a single object. The production of a protein from the mRNA is also
described in a single step. Finally, the processes involved in gene expression con-
trol, like binding and debinding of transcription factors, are also speciﬁed using
rewriting rules on multisets of objects.
• Transcription and Translation: In the P system speciﬁcation schema in
(6) the objects gene, rna and prot specify the stretch of DNA consisting of the
gene, its complementary mRNA, and its gene product or protein, respectively.
The transcription of the gene into its complementary mRNA is described by
the rewriting rule, rtc. According to this rule in the compartments of the type
represented by the label l, the object gene is replaced with the objects gene and
rna. In this manner, when the rule is applied, the object gene remains in the
compartment and an object rna representing the mRNA is produced.
rtc : [ gene ]l
ctc−→ [ gene + rna ]l prop(rtc) = ctc|gene|
rtl : [ rna ]l
ctl−→ [ rna + prot ]l prop(rtl) = ctl|rna|
(6)
In a similar way translation is described by the single rewriting rule rtl, ac-
cording to which the object rna is replaced with the objects rna and prot. The
application of this rule does not consume the object rna but it produces an
object prot representing the translated protein.
3 An operon is a group of genes physically linked on the chromosome and under the
control of the same promoters. In an operon, the linked genes give rise to a single
mRNA molecule that is translated into the diﬀerent gene products.
• Binding and Debinding of Transcription Factors to Genes: The pro-
cesses of binding and debinding of a transcription factor to a gene can be
described by similar rules to the ones used to specify complex formation and
dissociation. The P system speciﬁcation schema in (7) constitutes the speciﬁca-
tion of these processes through rewriting rules on multisets of objects.
Rule rgon describes the binding of a transcription factor, Tf , to a gene, spec-
iﬁed by the object gene. According to this rule in compartments of the type l an
object Tf and an object gene can be replaced with an object Tf–gene, which
represents the situation when the transcription factor is bound to the gene. The
reverse process, the debinding of a transcription factor from a gene, is described
through the rule rgoff . When this rule is applied in compartments of the type l
the object Tf–gene is replaced by the objects gene and Tf .
rgon : [ Tf + gene ]l
cgon−→ [ Tf–gene ]l prop(rgon) = cgon|Tf ||gene|
rgoff : [ Tf–gene ]l
cgoff−→ [ Tf + gene ]l prop(rgoff ) = cgoff |Tf–gene|
(7)
Speciﬁcation of Transcription Networks Using Strings. The use of indi-
vidual objects to represent the complex structure of genes in the DNA and RNA
and the use of single rules to describe the complex processes of transcription and
translation is widely used. Nevertheless, transcription networks present some cru-
cial features that questions the applicability of this approach. For instance, in
prokaryotes, genes codifying proteins involved in similar tasks are arranged to-
gether in a piece of DNA called operon so that they are transcribed in a single
strand of mRNA. The order in which these genes are placed in operons is rele-
vant, as it determines the order in which they are transcribed, and thus the or-
der in which their protein products become available. Therefore, it is necessary
to specify genes using linear structures like strings if one wants to produce rele-
vant models of transcription networks. Another important fact that is overlooked
in approaches describing transcription and translation as individual processes is
that in prokaryotes shortly after transcription has started and before it is over ri-
bosomes can bind to the growingmRNA and start translation. Furthermore, there
can be many processes of transcription and translation going on at the same time.
Summing up, transcription and translation are concurrent and parallel processes
that are diﬃcult to specify using individual objects and single step rules.
Finally, another problem that arises from the use of single step rules for the
description of transcription networks is the diﬀerence in the time scales of their
processes. While protein-protein interactions take seconds, transcription and
translation may need half an hour to complete. This diﬀerence in the time scales
produces a diﬀerence of many orders of magnitude in the stochastic constants
associated with the corresponding rules. When this is the case the applicability
of Gillespie’s theory of stochastic kinetics is questionable as the diﬀerence among
the stochastic constants distorts appreciably the evolution of the system. In this
section this problem is solved by decomposing the processes of transcription and
translation into simpler interactions whose time scales are similar to those of
protein-protein interactions.
In what follows we propose the use of strings to represent the linear structure
of strands of DNA and RNA and the use of rewriting rules on multisets of
objects and strings to describe the binding and debinding of transcription factors
to genes and the processes of transcription and translation as concurrent and
parallel processes. A typical representation of a gene as a string in presented
below where each substring represent a relevant region or site in the gene
〈 op . siteini . sitemid . · · · . sitemid . siteter 〉
• Binding and Debinding of Transcription Factors to Speciﬁc Sites
on the DNA: Transcription factors bind to speciﬁc regions of the genes called
operators. These sites are normally located around the region where the RNAP
binds to start transcription. The binding of a transcription factor to an operator
produces a change in the conformation of that region increasing or decreasing
the rate at which RNAP starts the transcription.
The P system speciﬁcation schema in (8) describes the binding and debinding
of a transcription factor represented by the object Tf to an operator speciﬁed by
the substring 〈op〉. Speciﬁcally, rule rtfb describes the binding of the transcription
factor. The eﬀect of this rule consists of the consumption of an object Tf and the
rewriting of the substring 〈op〉 representing the free operator with the substring
〈op′〉 representing the operator occupied by the transcription factor. The reverse
process is described in rule rtfd. An application of this rule produces an object
Tf and the replacement of the substring 〈op′〉 with the substring 〈op〉.
rtfb : [ Tf + 〈op〉 ]l ctfb−→ [ 〈op′〉 ]l prop(rtfb) = con|Tf ||〈op〉|
rtfd : [ 〈op′〉 ]l ctfd−→ [ Tf + 〈op〉 ]l prop(rtfd) = coff |〈op′〉|
(8)
The constants ctfb and ctfd represent the aﬃnity between the transcription
factor and the operator.
• Transcription: To carry out transcription, RNAP performs several distinct
steps, namely, transcription initiation, mRNA elongation and transcription ter-
mination. In what follows a detailed description of the P system schemas used
to specify these stages is presented.
– First the RNA polymerase, described by the object RNAP, recognizes and
binds reversibly to a speciﬁc site at the beginning of the gene, called the pro-
moter, represented by the substring 〈prom〉. The rewriting rules on multisets of
objects and strings in (9) describe the binding and debinding of the RNAP to
and from the promoter.
The binding of the RNAP to the promoter is described in rule rrb. An appli-
cation of this rule in a compartment of the type speciﬁed by the label l consumes
an object RNAP and replaces 〈prom〉 with 〈prom.RNAP〉 in a string which con-
tains 〈prom〉 as substring. This produces the insertion of the object RNAP after
〈prom〉 describing the binding of the RNAP to the promoter of the gene.
The debinding of the RNAP from the promoter is speciﬁed in rule rrd. Ac-
cording to this rule in a compartment of type l the substring 〈prom.RNAP〉 is
rewritten with the substring 〈prom〉 and an object RNAP is produced. An ap-
plication of this rule produces the removal of the object RNAP from the string
where 〈prom〉 is located, representing the dropping of the RNAP from the pro-
moter.
rrb : [ RNAP + 〈prom〉 ]l crb−→ [ 〈prom.RNAP〉 ]l
prop(rrb) = con|RNAP||〈prom〉|
rrd : [ 〈prom.RNAP〉 ]l crd−→ r[ RNAP + 〈prom〉 ]l
prop(rrd) = crd|〈prom.RNAP〉|
(9)
– Transcription initiation is described by the rewriting rule on strings in (10).This
rule speciﬁes the melting of the double strand of the DNA and the transcrip-
tion of the ﬁrst nucleotides. These nucleotides are represented by the substring
〈siteini〉. The complementary ribonucleotides are represented by the substring
〈siteini〉 which mark the beginning of the nascent (growing) mRNA. The eﬀect
of an application of the rule rti in a compartment of type l consists of the replace-
ment of the substring 〈RNAP.siteini〉 with the substring 〈siteini.siteini.RNAP〉
in the string representing the gene.
rti : [ 〈RNAP.siteini〉 ]l cti−→ [ 〈siteini.siteini.RNAP〉 ]l
prop(rti) = cini|〈RNAP.siteini〉|
(10)
Note that after an application of rule rti the substring 〈prom〉 is free so another
object RNAP can bind to it. In this manner we can represent the binding of an
RNAP to the promoter of a gene which is currently being transcribed. That
is, we can describe diﬀerent processes of transcription taking place at the same
time.
– During the stage of strand elongation, RNAP moves along the template DNA
adding nucleotides to the nascent (growing) RNA chain. Although, the growing
mRNA hangs from the RNA polymerase and is not part of the DNA; in our
speciﬁcation, the substring representing the growing mRNA is part of the string
which represents the DNA. Nevertheless, diﬀerent symbols will be used to specify
DNA sites and RNA sites so the growing mRNA can be easily identiﬁed.
The rewriting rule rel in (11) describes the process of mRNA elongation. The
substring 〈siteini.w.RNAP.sitemid〉 represents the situation when RNAP with a
partially formed chain of mRNA, 〈siteini.w〉, is ready to transcribe the next site
in the DNA, 〈sitemid〉.
The addition of newly transcribed nucleotides is achieved by adding the sub-
string 〈sitemid〉 to the substring representing the growingmRNA, 〈siteini.w〉. The
movement of the RNApolymerase along the DNA leaving behind transcribed sites
is described bymoving the substring 〈sitemid〉 from immediately ahead of the sym-
bol RNAP to the end of the growingmRNA represented by the substring 〈siteini〉.
All this is achieved by rewriting the substring 〈siteini.w.RNAP.sitemid〉 with the
substring 〈sitemid.siteini.w.sitemidRNAP〉.
rel : [ 〈siteini.w.RNAP.sitemid〉 ]l cel−→ [ 〈sitemid.siteini.w.sitemidRNAP〉 ]l
prop(rel) = cel|〈siteini.w.RNAP.sitemid〉|
(11)
– The last stage in RNA synthesis is transcription termination. When the RNAP
reaches speciﬁc termination sites in the DNA a completed RNA molecule is re-
leased and the RNAP dissociates from the gene. Rule rter in (12) describes
this process. The situation when the RNAP with a growing mRNA reaches a
termination site is represented by the substring 〈siteini.w.RNAP.siteter〉. The
dissociation of the RNA polymerase from the DNA is described by rewriting
the substring 〈siteini.w.RNAP.siteter〉 with 〈siteter〉. The release of the RNA
polymerase is speciﬁed by the production of an object RNAP. Finally, the re-
lease of a completed mRNA is represented by the production of a new string
〈siteini.w.siteter〉.
rter : [ 〈siteini.w.RNAP.siteter〉 ]l cter−→ [ RNAP + 〈siteter〉; 〈siteini.w.siteter〉]l
prop(rter) = cter|〈siteini.w.RNAP.siteter〉|
(12)
• Translation: Translation is the whole process by which the nucleotide se-
quence of an mRNA is used to order and join the amino acids in a polypeptide
chain to synthesize a protein. Ribosomes direct the formation of proteins. Sim-
ilarly to transcription, the complex process of translation can be divided into
three stages, initiation, elongation and termination.
– In prokaryotes, shortly after RNAP starts transcription and before it is over,
ribosomes bind to speciﬁc sites in the growing mRNA called ribosome binding
sites (RBS) to start translation. Rule rtli describes translation initiation. In this
rule the RBS is speciﬁed using the substring 〈siteini〉 and ribosomes are repre-
sented using the object Rib. An application of this rule in a compartment of type
l consumes an object Rib and rewrites the substring 〈siteini〉 with 〈siteini.Rib〉.
rtli : [ Rib + 〈siteini〉 ]l ctli−→ [ 〈siteini.Rib〉 ]l
prop(rtli) = ctli|Rib||〈siteini〉| (13)
Note that in our approach transcription and translation are speciﬁed as con-
current and parallel processes since rules representing translation initiation can
be applied before rules describing transcription termination.
– Ribosomes direct elongation of the polypeptide sequence forming a protein by
moving along a mRNA chain. In our approach we overlook the growing sequence
of amino acids and only specify the movement of ribosomes along the mRNA as
we focus on the release of the protein once translation is ﬁnished.
The rule in (14) describes a step of elongation. The translocation of a ribosome
along the mRNA is achieved by rewriting the substring 〈Rib.sitemid〉 with the
substring 〈sitemid.Rib〉.
rtle : [ 〈Rib.sitemid〉 ]l ctle−→ [ 〈sitemid.Rib〉 ]l
prop(rtle) = ctle|〈Rib.sitemid〉| (14)
– In translation termination ribosomes dissociate from a mRNA and release
a completed polypeptide chain forming a protein when they reach speciﬁc sites
marking termination points. This last process is described by the rule rtlt in (15).
The situation when a ribosome reaches a termination site is represented by the
substring 〈Rib.siteter〉. The dissociation of the ribosome from the mRNA and the
release of the protein are described by rewriting the substring 〈Rib.siteter〉 with
the substring 〈siteter〉 in the string representing the mRNA and the production
of an object Rib and Prot specifying a free ribosome and a newly produced
protein, respectively.
rtlt : [ 〈Rib.siteter〉 ]l ctlt−→ [ Rib + Prot + 〈siteter〉 ]l
prop(rtlt) = ctlt|〈Rib.siteter〉| (15)
8 Analysis of P System Models Using PRISM
Most research in systems biology focuses on the development of models of bi-
ological systems accurately enough such as to be able to reveal new properties
that can be diﬃcult or impossible to discover through direct lab experiments.
One key question is what one can do with a model, other than simple simulation.
Is it enough just to realize many simulations of a model to obtain novel knowl-
edge on the system under study? This question has been considered in detail for
deterministic models where a rich theory has been produced to analyze systems
of diﬀerential equations. However, this is not the case for stochastic models, as
such systems defy conventional intuition and consequently are harder to con-
ceive. The ﬁeld is widely open for theoretical advances that help us to reason
about systems in greater detail and with ﬁner precision.
There are several attempts in this direction which consists of applying model
checking tools to computational models of cellular systems [13]. There are pre-
vious studies investigating the use of model checking on P system [1,15]. In
this section we will propose the use of a probabilistic symbolic model checking
approach based on PRISM (Probabilistic and Symbolic Model Checker) [14].
Model checking is a well established and widely used formal method for veri-
fying the correctness of real life systems. Probabilistic model checking is a prob-
abilistic variant of the classical model checking augmented with quantitative
information regarding the likelihood that transitions occur and the times at
which they do so. One of the major advantages of probabilistic model checking
is that it is an exhaustive approach, that is, all possible behaviors of the system
are analyzed. Analytical methods based on probabilistic model checking consists
of three diﬀerent steps:
1. First, one must design a precise mathematical model of the system which is
to be analyzed. In this work, P system models will be used as the formal
description required in this step.
2. Once the formal model is built, one has to translate it into the speciﬁc
language of the probabilistic model checker, PRISM in this case.
3. Finally, some properties of the model must be identiﬁed and expressed for-
mally using temporal logic. This allows the probabilistic model checker to
analyze these properties in an automatic way against the constructed model.
The fundamental components of the PRISM language are modules, variables
and commands. A model is composed of a number of modules which can interact
with each other. A module contains a number of local variables and commands.
The values of these variables at any given time constitute the state of the module.
The space of reachable states is computed using speciﬁed ranges for each variable
and their initial values. The global state of the whole model is determined by
the local state of all modules.
The behavior of each module is described by a set of commands. A predicate
is associated with each command to determine when the command is applicable.
The application of a command updates the values of the variables in the module
describing a transition of the module. The application of commands is driven by
some probabilistic information assign to them using speciﬁc expressions.
Once a probabilistic model has been speciﬁed and constructed in PRISM, one
needs to identify one or more properties of the model to be analyzed by the
model checker. This is done using temporal logic. One key feature of PRISM is
the use of rewards associated with states and transitions. This allows to express
reward-based properties which are quantitative in nature. Rewards associated
with states, cumulated rewards, are incremented in proportion to the time spent
in the state, while rewards associated with transitions impulse rewards are in-
cremented each time the transition is taken.
Translation of P system Models into PRISM
As mentioned before in order to perform model checking analysis on a P system
model it is necessary to translate it into the PRISM language. The three essential
components of aP systemare amembrane structure consisting of anumber ofmem-
branes that can interact with each other, multisets of objects4 and rewriting rules
associatedwithmembranes.These components can easily bemapped into the com-
ponents of the PRISM language using modules to represent membranes, variables
to describe objects and commands to specify rules. A detailed description of how
to specify P systems models in the PRISM language is presented in what follows.
• Membrane structure: Recall that each membrane is uniquely identiﬁed with an
identiﬁer i. Therefore, for each membrane i a module with name compartment_i
will be introduced in the model.
• Alphabet and initial multisets: For each object obj that can be present inside
the compartment deﬁned by membrane i a local variable obj_i will be declared
in module compartment_i. The initial value of this variable is determined by
the initial multiset associated with membrane i. The value range of the variables
representing objects will be determined experimentally or it will be derived from
the literature. In order to specify these ranges two constants will be declared
upb_obj_i and lob_obj_i.
• Rewriting rules: Commands are used in PRISM to describe the rewriting rules
of a P system. Given a rule of the form:
rlij : obj1 [ obj2 ]l
c
li
j−→ obj′1 [ obj′2 ]l
4 Strings are not easily represented in PRISM and will not be considered in this work.
with obj1 = o11 + · · · + o1n1 ,obj2 = o21 + · · · + o2n2 ,obj′1 = oo11 + · · · + oo1m1 ,obj′2 =
oo21 + · · ·+ oo2m2 some ﬁnite multisets and clij the stochastic constant associated
with the rule. Assuming that the label of membrane i is l and that it is embedded
inside membrane k the objects in the rule are speciﬁed as follows. The variables
o_1_1_k, . . . , o_n_1_1_k, oo_1_1_k, . . . , oo_m_1_1_k specify the objects from
obj1 and obj′1 in module compartment_k. The objects o_1_2_i, . . . , o_n_2_2_i
and oo_1_2_i, oo_m_2_2_i represent the objects from obj2 and obj′2 in module
compartment_i. The stochastic constants associated with the rules are speciﬁed
using PRISM constants.
In general, rules need two membranes to interact in a synchronized way to
exchange objects. Therefore when a rule aﬀects two diﬀerent compartments, the
two modules representing them will synchronize the application of two diﬀerent
commands by using a label which identiﬁes the rule r_j_l_i.
The command in module compartment_i describing the eﬀect of an applica-
tion of rule rlij in compartment i will be:
[ r_j_l_i ] o_1_2_i > 0 & ... & o_n_2_2_i > 0 &
oo_1_2_i < upb_oo_1_2_i & ... &
oo_m_2_2_i < upb_oo_m_2_2_i - >
c_j_l_i * o_1_2_i * ... * o_n_2_2_i :
(o_1_2_i’ = o_1_2_i - 1) & ... &
(o_n_2_2_i’ = o_n_2_2_i - 1) &
(oo_1_2_i’ = oo_1_2_i + 1) & ... &
(oo_m_2_2_i’ = oo_m_2_2_i + 1);
The command in module compartment_k describing the eﬀect of an applica-
tion of rule rlij in compartment k will be:
[ r_j_l_i ] o_1_1_k > 0 & ... & o_n_1_1_k > 0 &
oo_1_1_k < upb_oo_1_1_k & ... &
oo_m_1_1_k < upb_oo_m_1_1_k - >
o_1_1_k * ... * o_n_1_1_k :
(o_1_1_k’ = o_1_1_k - 1) & ... &
(o_n_1_1_k’ = o_n_1_1_k - 1) &
(oo_1_1_k’ = oo_1_1_k + 1) & ... &
(oo_m_1_1_k’ = oo_m_1_1_k + 1);
Observe that these two commands are applied when the guards hold, that is,
if and only if there are some reactants in the corresponding membranes and the
products have not reached the upper bounds determined experimentally. Also
note that the rate of this transition is the product of the individual rates:
(c_j_l_i * o_1_2_i * ... * o_n_2_2_i) (o_1_1_k * ... * o_n_1_1_k)
When this transition is performed the local variables representing the re-
actants are decreased by one and the variables representing the products are
increased by one.
Some Speciﬁcations of P System Properties in PRISM
The ﬁrst step when analyzing a model in PRISM is to associate the appropriate
rewards with the corresponding states and transitions. A typical analysis consists
of the study of the evolution over time of the number of objects or molecules and
the number of applications of rules. Therefore, two diﬀerent lists of rewards will
be used. The ﬁrst list will associate with each state a reward representing the
number of a particular object. A constant obj is used to identify which object
is being tracked at the moment. In a similar manner a list of rewards will be
used to associated with each transition a reward of 1 representing that the rule
has been applied once. A constant rule is used to identify which rule is being
analyzed.
rewards "molecules" rewards "rules"
obj = 1 : = o1_i; [ r_1_env ] rule = 1 : 1;
...
...
obj = n : on_i ; [ r_14_cyto ] rule = 19 : 1;
endrewards endrewards
Once the corresponding rewards have been associated with particular states
and transitions one can use PRISM to model check some properties of the system.
The type of properties analyzed in this section are only intended to illustrate
how to use PRISM to study the behavior of P system models. We do not intend
to cover all possible properties, not even the most common ones, that can be
checked in PRISM as the properties to study depend very much on the model
being analyzed.
A typical analysis, when dealing with stochastic models, is to compute the
expected number of molecules over time. This can be studied in PRISM using
instantaneous reward properties where a constant time indicates the time instant
for which the expected number of molecules is computed, see below left. PRISM
also allows to reason about the evolution of P system models as a consequence
of the applications of diﬀerent rules. One can compute the expected number of
applications of the diﬀerent rules within T units of time using cumulative reward
properties, see below right.
R = ? [ I = time ] R = ? [ C <= T ]
Another important type of quantitative property which can be computed using
PRISM is the expected time for an event to take place. This can be done with
reachability reward properties. For instance the property speciﬁed below can be
used to compute the expected time for the number of objects o1_i to get over
a threshold Th.
R = ? [ F o1_i > Th ]
PRISM allows us to reason about the probability that a certain type of behav-
ior is observed at speciﬁc times during the evolution of our stochastic models.
This is done by using the operator P and a path property which can use the
temporal operators next X, until U and bounded until U time. For instance the
property below computes the probability of o1_i getting over a threshold Th
within the ﬁrst T units of time of the evolution of the model.
P = ? [ true U <= T o1_i > Th ]
Finally, PRISM allows us to reason about the long run, equilibrium or steady
state behavior of our models. In this case the operator S is used. For example
the probability of the number of objects o1_i to be between the values o1_up
and o1_down in the long run can be computed using the following expression:
S = ? [ o1_i < o1_up & o1_i > o1_down ]
9 The Lac Operon System, a Case Study
In this section the lac operon regulation system in Escherichia coli (E. coli) is
used as a case study to illustrate the general principles presented in this paper.
Here we present a summary of the model developed in [24]. Gene expression
is highly regulated in order to produce the necessary proteinic machinery to
respond to environmental changes. At a given time a particular cell only syn-
thesizes those proteins necessary for its survival under the speciﬁc conditions of
that time. Gene expression is primarily regulated by mechanisms that control
transcription initiation.
The lac operon is a group of three genes, lacZ, lacY and lacA physically
linked together in an operon. These genes codify β-galactosidase, LacY and
LacA, proteins involved in the metabolism and transport of lactose. The lac
operon has a dual, positive and negative, regulation system that allows E. coli
to uptake and consume lactose only in the absence of glucose [19].
9.1 A P System Speciﬁcation of the Lac Operon
Our P system speciﬁcation of the lac operon regulation system consists of the
following construct:
Πlac =((Σobjlac , Σ
str
lac ), {e, s, c}, [ [ [ ]3 ]2 ]1,M1,M2,M3, ((Robje , ∅), (Robjs , ∅), (Robjc , Rstrc ))
– Speciﬁcation of the molecular entities: In our P system speciﬁcation, Πlac,
each protein and proteinic complex is represented by an individual object in
the alphabet Σobjlac . As discussed in section 7.3 the speciﬁcation of operons as
strings is more accurate than as individual objects. Following this idea the lac
operon is represented by the following string whose components deﬁne the rel-
evant sites for the regulation of the operon. These sites are represented by the
symbols in Σstrlac .
〈cap.op.
30
︷ ︸︸ ︷
lacZs.lacZm · · · lacZm.lacZe .
12
︷ ︸︸ ︷
lacYs.lacYm · · · lacYm.lacYe .
6
︷ ︸︸ ︷
lacAs.lacAm · · · lacAm.lacAe〉
– Speciﬁcation of the relevant regions: In the lac operon regulation system the
cell surface plays a crucial role since the proteins involved in the selective up-
take of glucose and lactose are located in this region of the system. According
to section 7.1 two membranes are used to specify an E. coli bacterium in our P
systems speciﬁcation Πlac. Speciﬁcally, membrane 2 with label s is introduced
to describe the cell surface and membrane 3 embedded in the previous one with
label c speciﬁes the cytoplasm. Moreover, in the lac operon system the grow-
ing media is also a relevant region as bacteria response diﬀerently according to
its conditions (presence or absence of glucose/lactose). Therefore, membrane 1
labeled by e is used to describe the growing media or environment. Figure 1
depicts a graphical representation of the membrane structure in Πlac.
Fig. 1. Membrane structure in the lac operon regulation system
– Speciﬁcation of the molecular interactions:
The molecular interactions in the regulation system of the lac operon are
speciﬁed using the rewriting rules in ((Robje , ∅), (Robjs , ∅), (Robjc , Rstrc )). Here we
only present a few rules to illustrate our approach. For a complete speciﬁcation
of the molecular interactions in the lac operon see [24].
The uptake of glucose, Gluc, and lactose, Lact, from the environment by the
proteins LacY and EIICB∼P located on the cell surface, membrane labeled by
s, is speciﬁed by the binding rules r4, r8 ∈ Robje . The delivering to the cytoplasm
of the sugars is described by the releasing rules r6, r9 ∈ Robjs .
r4: Gluc [ EIICB∼P ]s c4→ [ EIICB∼P–Gluc ]s
r6: EIICB∼P–Gluc [ ]c c6→ EIICB [ Gluc∼P ]c
r8: Lact [ LacY ]s
c8→ [ Lact-LacY ]s
r9: Lact-LacY [ ]c
c9→ LacY [ Lact ]c
Glucose uptake needs a phosphate group from EIICB∼P. This protein is phos-
phorylatedbyEIIA∼Pwhich is in turn is involved in theproductionof the activator
cAMP according to the recruitment and releasing rules r19 ∈ Robjc and r20 ∈ Robjs .
As a consequence of these rules in the presence of glucoseEIIA∼Pwill be utilized in
the glucose transport system and it will not be available to produce the activator.
r19: AC-EIIA∼P [ATP]c c19→ AC∼P-EIIA∼P-ATP [ ]c
r20: AC–EIIA∼P–ATP [ ]c c20→ AC∼P–EIIA∼P [ cAMP ]c
When lactose is transported inside the cytoplasm it interacts with β-
galactosidase producing as a byproduct allolactose, Allolact. Allolactose binds
to the repressor, LacI, forming a complex, rule r15 ∈ Robjc . This changes the
repressor making it incapable of binding to the operator of the operon.
r15: [ LacI + Allolact ]c
c15→ [ LacI-Allolact ]c
The mechanism by which LacI represses the transcription of the lac operon is
by reversibly binding to a speciﬁc site called operator. This site is represented
by the substring 〈 op 〉. This process is represented by the rewriting rules on
multiset of objects and strings r25, r26 ∈ Rstrc .
r25: [ LacI + 〈 op 〉 ]c c25→ [ 〈 opLacI〉 ]c
r26: [ 〈 opLacI〉 ]c c26→ [ LacI + 〈 op 〉 ]c
The activator CRP-cAMP2 binds to another speciﬁc site represented by the
substring 〈 cap 〉 according to similar transcription factor binding and debinding
rules. The RNAP recognizes with diﬀerent aﬃnities the unoccupied and occupied
sites showing a higher transcription initiation rate in the latter case. This is
represented in the rules r29, r30 ∈ Rstrc . Note that there is a 40 fold increase
between c29 and c30.
r29: [ RNAP + 〈 cap 〉 ]c c29→ [ 〈 cap.RNAP 〉 ]c, c29 = 5×10−4molec−1sec−1
r30: [ RNAP + 〈 capCRP−cAMP2 〉 ]c c30→ [ 〈 capCRP−cAMP2 . RNAP 〉 ]c,
c30 = 0.02molec−1sec−1
An example of transcription elongation rule in the lac operon is r36 ∈ Rstrc .
Here the RNAP transcribes a speciﬁc site of the lacY gene and attaches the
corresponding ribonucleotides lacYm to the growing mRNA , 〈 op.w 〉.
r36: [ 〈 op.w. RNAP. lacYm 〉 ]c c36→ [ 〈 lacYm.op.w.lacYm.RNAP 〉 ]c
The transcription of the lac operon terminates when the RNAP reaches the
transcription termination site represented by the string 〈 lacAe 〉. Rule r40 ∈ Rstrc
speciﬁes the dissociation of the RNAP from the operon and the releasing of a
complete mRNA strand, 〈 op.w.lacAe 〉.
r40: [ 〈 op.w.RNAP.lacAe 〉 ]c c40→ [ RNAP + 〈 lacAe 〉 ; 〈 op.w.lacAe 〉 ]c
Examples of translation initiation and elongation are rules r41 ∈ Rstrc and
r45 ∈ Rstrc respectively. Note that the rewriting rule on multiset of objects and
strings r41 describes the recognition by a ribosome of the RBS for lacZ. The
rules r45 speciﬁes the movement along the mRNA of ribosomes.
r41: [ Rib + 〈 lacZs 〉 ]c c41→ [ 〈 Rib.lacZs 〉 ]c
r45: [ 〈 Rib.lacZm 〉 ]c c45→ [ 〈 lacZm.Rib 〉 ]c
Finally translation ﬁnishes when ribosomes reach termination sites in the
mRNA. For instance, rule r46 ∈ Rstrc , represents translation termination for
lacZ when a ribosome reaches the termination site lacZe and releases a molecule
β-galactosidase, the protein codiﬁed by the lacZ gene.
r46: [ 〈 Rib.lacZe 〉 ]c c46→ [ β−Galac + Rib + 〈 lacZe 〉 ]c
9.2 P System Models of the Lac Operon
A family of P system models based on our speciﬁcation Πlac is introduced to
study the behavior of the lac operon regulation system under diﬀerent initial
conditions. The parameters of Πlac, P(Πlac) = (M0(Πlac), C(Πlac)) consists of
the initial multisets associated with the environment M1, cell surface M2 and
cytoplasm M3 and the stochastic constants associated with the rewriting rules
C(Πlac). Since we are interested in the behavior of the lac operon system under
diﬀerent environmental conditions speciﬁc values C0, M02 and M03 will be given
to C(Πlac), M2 and M3 [24]. In contrast we will vary the values given to M1 to
represent diﬀerent conditions. More speciﬁcally, we will study our system in the
presence of lactose and absence of glucose, M11 = (e, Lact
3000, ∅) and presence
of lactose and glucose M21 = (e, Lact
3000 + Glucose3000, ∅). Our study will be
performed by running simulation using the algorithm introduced in section 6.2.
– Presence of lactose: This case is represented by the P system model
(Πlac; (M11 ,M
0
2 ,M
0
3 ), C0). Under this condition our simulation showed that the
state of the promoter of the lac operon is 〈 capCRP−cAMP2 .op 〉. Since lactose is
in the media allolactose will appear in the cytoplasm and inutilize the repressor
LacI. The absence of glucose in the media will allow AC–EIIA∼P to synthe-
size the activator cAMP which will interact with the protein CRP and bind to
the promoter of the lac operon to increasing transcription initiation by RNAP.
This conﬁguration of the promoter yields a full transcription of the operon by
many RNAPs, Figure 2 top left, which in turn produces a massive number of
the proteins encoded in the operon, for instance LacY, Figure 2 top right.
– Presence of lactose and glucose: This situation is represented by the P sys-
tem model (Πlac; (M21 ,M
0
2 ,M
0
3 ), C0). The state of the promoter in this case is
〈cap.op〉 which corresponds with a low transcription of the lac operon in spite of
the presence of lactose, this phenomenon is referred to as catabolite repression.
The presence of lactose in the media excludes the repressors but the presence of
glucose in the media represses the synthesis of the activator which produces a
non-repressed non-activated operon. Under these conditions only a few RNAP
will be active transcribing the operon, Figure 2 bottom left, and only after a
delay which corresponds to the time necessary to consume glucose, the proteins
codiﬁed in the operon are produced, Figure 2 bottom right.
9.3 An Analysis of Gene Expression Using P Systems and PRISM
As it can be seen in the results obtained when modeling the lac operon system
gene expression shows a considerable level of noise. In this section in order to
illustrate the use of P system models and PRISM to study the stochasticity in
cellular systems we will use the abstract gene regulation system in Figure 3. This
simple model consists only of rewriting rules on multisets of objects modeling
transcription, translation and the interactions between a transcription factor and
a gene.
We start by checking the average time the gene is occupied by a transcription
factor for diﬀerent aﬃnities, c6c5 , and number of transcription factors. This can be
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Fig. 2. Number of RNAP transcribing the operon (left) and LacY molecules (right) in
the presence of lactose and absence of glucose (top) and in the presence of lactose and
glucose (bottom)
P System Rules PRISM Speciﬁcation
r1 : [ gene ]c
c1→ [ gene + rna ]c
r2 : [ rna ]c
c2→ [ rna + prot ]c
r3 : [ rna ]c
c3→ [ ]c
r4 : [ prot ]c
c4→ [ ]c
r5 : [ Tf + gene ]c
c5→ [ Tf–gene ]c
r6 : [ Tf–gene ]c
c6→ [ Tf + gene ]c
module compartment
gene : [ 0 .. 1 ] init 0;
rna : [ 0 .. uprna ] init 0;
prot : [ 0 .. upprot] init 0;
[ r1 ] gene = 0 & rna < uprna ->
c_1 : (rna’ = rna + 1);
[ r2 ] rna > 0 & prot < upprot ->
c_2*rna : (prot’ = prot + 1);
[ r3 ] rna > 0 -> c_3*rna : (rna’ = rna - 1;)
[ r4 ] prot > 0 -> c_4*prot : (prot’ = prot - 1);
[ r5 ] Tf > 0 & gene = 0 -> c_5*Tf : (gene’ = 1);
[ r6 ] gene = 1 -> c_6 : (gene’ = 0);
endmodule
Fig. 3. P System rules and PRISM speciﬁcation for an abstract gene regulation system
done in PRISM by associating a reward of one to every state in which the gene is
occupied and using a cumulative reward query. Our results, Figure 4 right, show
that for aﬃnities between 1012 to 109 M fewer than ﬁve transcription factors
are enough to occupy the gene almost all the time. For an aﬃnity of 108 M the
Fig. 4. Number of proteins in the expected evolution and in a single simulation (left)
and expected percentage of time a transcription factor is bound to the gene (right)
Fig. 5. Noise (left) and noise strength (right) in translational bursting
system is able to discriminate more precisely between only a few transcription
factors, fewer than ten, and many, more than thirty. In the ﬁrst case the gene
is occupied less than half of the time whereas for the second case the gene is
occupy most of the time. For aﬃnities of the order of 107 − 106 M the gene is
seldom occupied even when more than ﬁfty transcription factors are present in
the system.
We also study the expected number of proteins produced when a very low
transcription rate is considered, c1 = 10−4sec−1, Figure 4 left. Note that the
expected number of proteins in the long run is three. Nevertheless, when running
a single simulation we observe sporadic bursts in the number of protein reaching
high peaks. This phenomenon is known as translation bursting and is due to a
high translation eﬃciency or expected number of proteins produce by a single
molecule of mRNA. Using PRISM we checked that this value is equal to c2
c3
.
For diﬀerent expected number of proteins produced by a molecule of mRNA
we study the noise in the system, η = σμ
5 and the noise strength φ = σ
2
μ .
These values were computed using PRISM. Our results show that although high
translation eﬃciencies produce a slight decrease in the level of noise, Figure 5 left,
5 σ represents the standard deviation and μ the expected value.
they produce a considerable increase in the noise strength, Figure 5 right. This
analysis highlights the important of posttranscriptional regulation, a mechanism
that is widely overlooked in gene regulation modeling.
10 Conclusions
Modeling in systems biology is subject to very intensive research. Nevertheless,
most modeling approaches proposed so far do not present a unifying framework
for the speciﬁcation of the structural components of the cell together with the
description of their dynamical interactions. In this work, we have presented P
systems as a high level computational modeling framework which integrates the
structural and dynamical aspects of cellular systems in a comprehensive and
relevant way while providing the required formalization to perform mathemat-
ical and computational analysis. The non deterministic and maximally parallel
original strategy has been replaced by an adaption of Gillespie algorithm to the
multicompartmental structure of P systems in order to develop a stochastic and
quantitative framework.
We have discussed a methodology to specify compartments using membranes;
molecular entities as objects or strings depending on the relevance of the internal
structure and the most important molecular interactions as rewriting rules on
multisets of objects and strings. Our modeling framework is not restricted to
the simple generation of simulations of our models. We have taken the ﬁrst steps
towards the development of techniques to analyze P system models based on
probabilistic and symbolic model checking.
Finally, our work has uncovered several open problems and future lines of
research in the use of P systems as a modeling framework in systems biology.
1. The adaption of Gillespie algorithm to a multicompartmental structure has
produced a local algorithm easily implemented in an event-driven object-
oriented programming style. Such an implementation could be multithreaded
on a hyper-threading machine and would also lend itself to full message-
passing implementation on a parallel computing cluster. In spite of this no
such implementation has been addressed yet.
2. One of the key advantages of P systems with respect to other modeling ap-
proaches is the explicit speciﬁcation of the structural components of cellular
systems, more precisely of compartments. In this respect, it is worth noting
that up to now P systems have overlooked a key component of the structure
of living cells, the cytoskeleton, a dense network of protein ﬁlaments that
permeate the cytosol and mechanically support membranes and proteins. It
is also involved in a great variety of processes like molecular transport, cell
division, cell mobility, etc.
3. Regarding membrane interactions in cellular systems we have not investi-
gated important processes where membranes are crucial like cell division,
cell adhesion, bioﬁlm formation, etc. The speciﬁcation and simulation of
this type of processes remain an open problem and a future direction to
explore.
4. Finally, although very easy to understand P systems present a current limita-
tion to the transparency and utility of the speciﬁcations and models designed
within their framework. The P system abstractions are purely textual and
so far lack of a graphical formal representation for the visualization of the
modeled systems.
Summing up, P systems constitute a reliable formal framework for the speci-
ﬁcation, simulation and analysis of cell systems biology models presenting many
challenging future directions.
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